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ABSTRACT
Recent technological breakthroughs have cultivated a Web3D movement. It is safe to say we will see more and more stereo 3D images on websites. This research investigates how stereo 3D can be employed on websites to influence user learning. A set of theory-driven hypotheses were developed to compare websites with embedded stereo 3D and websites with either static 2D images or virtual realities in terms of user comprehension, user control in learning, and user adoption of the website. Controlled experiments were conducted to test the hypotheses. The results show that stereo 3D can reduce learning effort and induce positive user attitude. At the same time, it can also reduce users’ perceived control. While answering some fundamental research questions, this research also reveals that more investigation is needed regarding the use of stereo 3D on websites.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent technological breakthroughs in software, hardware and cyber-infrastructure have made it possible to display stereo 3D effects on websites. This research aims to contribute to this ongoing Web3D movement by investigating the relationship between stereo 3D and user learning. This research investigates two questions:
1. Does Web-based stereo 3D influence user learning of information presented on the website?
2. Does Web-based stereo 3D influence user adoption of the website?

It is important for information systems (IS) research to address these questions because the answers can inform future applications of stereo 3D technology.

To approach these research questions, we compare stereo 3D with two widely utilized presentation formats - static 2D images (2D) and virtual reality (VR) displays - on an education site. Stereo 3D, 2D and VR employ different depth cues (Table 1). Stereo 3D provides a stronger illusion of depth than either a 2D static image or a VR, display because of the addition of stereoscopic depth cues. More depth cues may enable a better understanding of the spatial relations represented in the image.

HYPOTHESES
Following MLT and Dillon and Gabbard’s (1998) research, this research develops hypotheses with regard to the influence of stereo 3D on comprehension, learning control, and user adoption.

Hypotheses about Comprehension
In this research, comprehension is defined as the knowledge gained from the presentation format; it covers both learning efforts and learning outcomes.

Table 1. Stereo 3D, 2D, and Virtual Reality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth Cues</th>
<th>2D</th>
<th>Virtual Reality</th>
<th>Stereo 3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Only stationary monocular depth cues.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Binocular disparity depth cue, but no movement cues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Binocular disparity depth cue, but no movement cues.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We examine how websites using these three types of presentation formats influence user learning and how users adopt these websites. A website was created for this research. The website provides an educational experience: users learn about computer hardware on this site. The three presentation formats are embedded in the website, which is 2D in nature. For the stereo format, the website is a hybrid in which the stereo 3D images are displayed in the manipulation of a 2D website. In order to view the stereo 3D images, the viewer must wear stereo glasses.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
Multimedia Learning Theory

Learning is essentially a cognitive activity. This research refers to the multimedia learning theory (MLT; Mayer 2009; Sweller et al. 1998) to understand how stereo 3D works in the cognitive system to influence user learning. MLT has several messages useful for this research. First, a useful design should facilitate user comprehension so that the user can learn as much as possible. Second, a good design should make learning easy by reducing the cognitive efforts associated with learning. Third, a good design should give the learner more control over the information they receive.

In addition to the influence of stereo 3D images on learning, another important question is user adoption of website with stereo 3D images, given that it is a new innovation and user adoption of it remains unclear.
This research posits that stereo 3D reduces learning efforts, defined as the cognitive resources associated with learning (Jiang et al. 2007). The rationale is that the human visual system is adept at recognizing and processing stereo inputs. After all, we see things in 3D on a daily basis (Sun et al. 1996). Previous research has suggested that properly deployed 3D cues consistent with the heuristics of object search can be easily recognized and processed by the human visual system and consequently do not necessarily increase cognitive load (Enns et al. 1990; Enns et al. 1991; Sun et al. 1996; von Grünau et al. 1994). Therefore, when provided appropriately, stereo 3D images can effectively represent nonverbal information and help form mental representations of objects.

**H1: Compared to 2D or VR displays, stereo 3D displays reduce Learning Efforts.**

The second aspect of comprehension is learning outcomes. This research studies two factors related to learning outcomes: actual knowledge gained and perceived website diagnosticity (PWD), as suggested by prior research (Jiang et al. 2007). Actual knowledge refers to the extent to which the user actually understands the subject matter. Perceived website diagnosticity (PWD), is defined as the degree to which the user perceives the website aid him/her in understanding the subject of interest. Jiang and Benbasat (2007) showed that PWD has a direct effect on user’s intention to use the website beyond the influence of actual knowledge.

This study hypothesizes that including stereo 3D on a website can enhance both actual knowledge and PWD, compared with websites using static 2D and virtual reality displays. Stereo 3D renders more information at once. Compared to 2D, stereo 3D is a richer presentation, providing more depth cues (Kumar et al. 2004). For instance, Kuman and Benbasat (2004) showed that viewer performance was better on a variety of tasks illustrated by 3D graphs rather than 2D graphs. This somewhat confirms the usefulness of three-dimensionality. Adding another depth cue in the form of stereo 3D is expected to produce yet better performance. Second, stereo 3D provides better spatial relationship. Thus, stereo 3D images free extraneous cognitive load — which may otherwise be needed to clarify the ambiguity of depth cues — for meaningful learning.

**H2: Compared to 2D or VR displays, users rate stereo 3D higher in Actual Knowledge.**

**H3: Compared to 2D or VR displays, users rate stereo 3D displays higher in Perceived Website Diagnosticity.**

**Hypotheses about User Control**

In the online learning context, we define user control in learning (hereafter "user control"), as the degree to which a user perceives that he/she has control over the details and pace of information delivery on a website (Dillon et al. 1998; Landow 1992; Landow et al. 1991).

Guided by this definition of user control, this study identifies two factors, which represent the detail and pace of information delivery. The first factor is perceived active control, defined as a user’s perceived ability to choose information and guide an interaction (Jiang et al. 2010; Lowry et al. 2006). It concerns a user’s control over the details of information delivery.

Stereo 3D is argued to reduce user control compared to VR and 2D displays. Stereo 3D has weakness of occlusion, meaning that the data in front hides the data represented at the back (Kumar et al. 2004). VR displays, on the other hand, enable the user to manipulate the image via keyboard and mouse control — e.g. to move, rotate, and zoom in and out the image to see the hidden information and thus also to overcome the occlusion problem (Jiang et al. 2005; Kumar et al. 2004). For stereo 3D displays the added perceived depth may give viewers the impression that the data are hidden in layers and cannot be seen, reducing their perceived control over what information they can see in both VR and 2D displays.

**H4: Compared to 2D or VR displays, stereo 3D displays will be rated lower in Perceived Active Control.**

The second factor of user control is perceived navigability, defined as the degree to which navigating a website is free of effort (Salisbury et al. 2001; Wells et al. 2011). Perceived navigability represents the pace of information delivery. It is essentially a mental model (i.e., the organization of knowledge about how a system works or operates), regarding how to find and examine data (Webster et al. 2006). When a person perceives a website to be easy to navigate, he/she is likely to find and examine the data on the website at a desired pace.

Stereo 3D may reduce perceived navigability on a hybrid website such as ours that includes both 2D and 3D information because the user has to employ different navigational mental models in 2D and 3D. This may give them a sense of disorientation (Webster et al. 2006) and reduce their ability to navigate through the website, i.e., perceived navigability.

**H5: Compared to 2D or VR, stereo 3D will be rated lower in Perceived Navigability.**

**Hypotheses about User Adoption of Stereo 3D Website**

To conceptualize user adoption of the website, we refer to users’ attitude toward the website and their intention to use it, two factors that have been used in prior research as major indicators of user adoption (Davis 1989).

This research posits that stereo 3D can enhance user attitude toward and intention to use the website through increasing multimedia vividness. Compared to 2D and virtual realities, stereo 3D can amplify the vividness of the website. It provides binocular disparity information and thus makes best use of the visual channel, increasing
the breadth of the website. Stereo 3D increases the depth depicted by the website by enriching the details of the spatial relationships presented in the image, enhancing multimedia vividness. Such vividness rendered by stereo 3D can give the viewer a sense of “being there” (e.g., telepresence), and accordingly can create compelling experiences for the viewers (Hess et al. 2009; Nah et al. 2011; Qiu et al. 2005), which is crucial for user attitude and intention to use the website.

**H6**: Users will have a more positive attitude toward learning with the website with stereo 3D displays.

**H7**: Users will have stronger intention to use the website with stereo 3D displays.

### RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

An experiment was conducted to test the hypotheses. The experiment included three groups, representing the three presentation formats. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three groups. Participants were informed that their task was to learn about six computer hardware components in preparation for an exam. For each group, the experiment website had a typical design with a title and a menu on the left side. The menu included links to six hardware components. When the subject clicked a link, information about the corresponding hardware appeared on the right side of the screen, including a short textual description of that hardware. Below the text was a 2D static image, a virtual reality image, or a stereo 3D image for the three groups.

### Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure included several steps. The experiment started with a warm-up exercise of stereo 3D. This was followed by the real learning session: subjects interacted with the website to complete the learning task. When the subject felt he/she had learned enough, he/she could click the “Exam” on the website to proceed to an exam. The exam included nine questions about the computer hardware images displayed earlier. A survey was administered following the exam. Incentives of course credits were offered to all students.

### Measures

Appendix A lists the measures. Objective data were used to measure learning efforts such as Browsing Time (mean time spent browsing each page of computer hardware), Page Loads (number of times the six pages of computer hardware were loaded), and Exam Time (time spent on the exam). Exam scores (the number of correct answers) were used to measure Actual Knowledge, consistent with prior research that used recall performance as a measure of comprehension (Blanco et al. 2010; Hong 2004). Surveys were used to measure user perceptions, attitudes, and intentions.

### Participants

Participants were students from a major university in the southwest of the United States. They were recruited from an undergraduate entry-level psychology class. Participants are all younger than 25 years old. Most are still in college and were female students. Subjects were randomly assigned to the three groups. ANOVA analyses indicated that the three groups were not significantly different from each other in age (p=0.366), gender (p=0.609), and education level (p=0.346).

### DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

ANOVA analyses were conducted to test the hypotheses. Table 2 summarizes the results of data analysis. Significant differences were observed in PageLoads between stereo 3D and 2D (sig.<0.05) and ExamTime (sig.<0.05), partially supporting Hypothesis 1, but there were no differences in Browsing Time. Neither Actual Knowledge nor PWD differed significantly across the three groups. Thus, neither Hypothesis 2 nor 3 was supported. Hypotheses 4 and 5 stipulated that stereo 3D displays would be rated lower in perceived active control and perceived navigability. Both hypotheses were partially supported. Stereo 3D group had a significantly lower perceived active control than VR (sig.<0.1), but not 2D. It also had a significantly lower perceive navigability than 2D (sig.<0.05) but not VR. As for user adoption of website using stereo 3D, results showed that users were significantly more positive toward stereo 3D than toward 2D (sig.<0.05) and VR (sig.<0.1), supporting hypothesis 6. Nevertheless, people do not necessarily have a stronger intention to use stereo 3D websites than the other websites; thus hypothesis 7 was not supported.

### Table 2. Summary of Hypothesis Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Confirmed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stereo 3D</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1: Reducing learning efforts</td>
<td>Yes (partially supported)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: Increasing actual knowledge</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: Increasing PWD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learner Control</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: Lower active control</td>
<td>Yes (partially supported)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5: Lower perceived navigability</td>
<td>Yes (partially supported)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adoption</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6: More positive attitude</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7: Stronger intention to use</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Given the exploratory nature of this research, we use a loose criterion for significance level. A p value between 0.05 and 0.10 is considered an indication of marginal significance.
DISCUSSION

Major Findings

This research yields several interesting findings. First, stereo 3D can influence comprehension by reducing learning efforts. Second, users have a significantly more positive attitude toward websites that have stereo 3D displays than either those with static 2D displays or VR displays. Stereo 3D also reduced users’ perceived active control and the perceived navigability of the website. Nevertheless, these factors did not reduce comprehension.

One interesting finding is that all three groups learned the same amount of Actual Knowledge. First, this is encouraging given that subjects in the stereo 3D group reported they had lower control and navigability over the website. Second, this may indicate that learners tend to be “satisficers.” This is consistent with existing findings that students often take a passive learning approach and are thus satisficers (Hadar 2011). It is worth noting that learners may be maximizers in some circumstances, e.g., in business decision-making or in online shopping.

Limitation

A major limitation of this research is that we did not measure tele-presence, flow, and vividness that may explain the process through which stereo 3D influences user adoption. As mentioned earlier, these factors may clarify the mechanisms through which stereo 3D influences user adoption of the website. It could be a promising topic for future research.

Contributions

This research conceptualizes learning efforts and user control in learning. Having been referred to in prior research, they have not yet been systematically conceptualized. In addition, we developed a framework to study the influence of presentation formats on user learning based on MLT and Dillon and Gabbard’s (1998) work. We hope this research can open a new area of research on stereo 3D, which has great potential in transforming learning, training, and e-commerce.

Research Implications

Stereo 3D in the Web environment represents a wide-open field for IS research. By investigating two fundamental research questions, this research shows that stereo 3D can reduce learning efforts and that people like stereo 3D. These two major findings, together with the finding that stereo 3D is accompanied with user control problems, necessitate further research in this promising yet under-studied area.

Practical Implications

This research has two encouraging messages to practitioners. First, stereo 3D has the potential to influence learning by reducing learning efforts. Second, users like stereo 3D. The results of this research show that people have a positive attitude toward websites using stereo 3D.
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APPENDIX A: MEASURES

Learning efforts (Self-developed):
LE1. BrowsingTime (time spent on the six pages of computer hardware, in seconds)
LE2. PageLoads (how many times the six pages of computer hardware were loaded)
LE3. ExamTime (time spent on completing the exam, in seconds)

Actual knowledge (adapted from Jiang et al. 2007): The number of correct answers in the exam (0 to 9)

Perceived website diagnosticity (adapted from Jiang et al. 2007):
PWD1. HardwareOne is helpful for me to learn computer hardware.
PWD2. HardwareOne is helpful in familiarizing me with computer hardware.
PWD3. HardwareOne is helpful for me to understand how computer hardware functions.

Prior knowledge (adapted from Jiang et al. 2007): Are you familiar with computer hardware? (1, very unfamiliar, 4 neutral, 7 very familiar)

Perceived active control (adapted from Jiang et al. 2010):
PAC1. I felt that I had a lot of control over my visiting experiences at HardwareOne.
PAC2. While I was on HardwareOne, I could choose freely what I wanted to see.
PAC3. While surfing HardwareOne, I had control over what I can do on the site.
PAC4. While surfing HardwareOne, my actions decided the kind of experiences I get.

Perceived navigability (Salisbury et al. 2001; Wells et al. 2011)
PNV1. Navigating HardwareOne is easy for me.
PNV2. I find that my interaction with HardwareOne is clear and understandable.
PNV3. It is easy for me to become skillful at navigating the pages of HardwareOne.

Attitude (adapted from Davis 1989):
ATT1. I like learning on HardwareOne
ATT2. Learning on HardwareOne is a good idea.
ATT3. Learning on HardwareOne is appealing.

Intention to use (adapted from Davis 1989):
INT1. If HardwareOne is available online, I plan to use it for learning.
INT2. If HardwareOne is available online, I intend to use it for my future learning.
INT3. If HardwareOne is available online, it is very likely that I will use it in the near future.
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